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Introduction
This technical white paper outlines the capabilities, functions and use of the
Electronic Business (eBusiness) eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [ebXML]
specifications to support eBusiness trading partner, electronic exchange.
Each section of this document outlines:

• Specification overview
• Specification status
• Current features
• Future plans and features
• Business scenario
• References and materials

Audience
Technical executives (Chief Technology Officers and Information Technology
management) and stakeholders are the target audience for the loosely coupled
but aligned eBusiness eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML) specifications. 

ebXML: the Requirements, the Approach 
The ebXML specifications support the exchange of business messages required
to conduct electronic trading relationships between business partners. These
capabilities logically separate but allow coordinated use of five key technologies
important for eBusiness:

• Communicating data in common terms using a defined methodology
(Core Components)

• Defining business processes and assembling business transactions
(ebXML Business Process Specification Schema, ebBP)

• Providing secure and reliable transport (ebXML Messaging Service
[ebMS])

• Registering and making available key eBusiness artifacts and services
(ebXML Registry Services [ebRS] and Registry Information Model
[ebRIM])

• Providing a technical configuration contract between business partners
(Collaboration Protocol Profile and Agreements [CPP/CPA])

Five of the ebXML specifications have achieved ISO 15000 status: ebXML
Registry and Repository [ebRIM and ebRS] v2.0, Collaboration Protocol Profile
and Agreements v2.0, Messaging Service v2.0 and Core Components v2.01.
The ebXML BPSS v2.0 is currently progressing through the OASIS
standardization process.
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The business case and requirements that prompted the development of the set
of ebXML specifications were to:

• Provide a migration path for and leveraging of EDI-compatible
technologies

• Develop openly accessible technologies for Small-Medium Enterprises
whether in a managed or non-managed environment

• Enable all supply chain partners using XML technologies
• Provide an integrated eBusiness approach focused on interoperability

needs, while maintaining loose-coupling to backend systems.

The heterogeneous nature of eBusiness transactions require a flexible
infrastructure and architectural framework that can support service calls (catalog
status requests) and more complex document exchange (offers and
acceptance). This framework also supports the natural abstraction of different
functional capabilities – maximizing their use and benefit, while mitigating
dependencies.  The diversity of the systems, environment and agreements
between trading partners requires support for different business document types
across multiple domains. 

The business document processing was decoupled from the messaging layer.
The consumer of these documents may be a service, a business process
instance, or middleware or business application interested in the business
document contents. Such documents cannot be directly associated with an
application service in a predefined way. The coupling between the messaging
system and the consumers of these messages must be supported in an
adaptable way.

Typically, a logical business document envelope (that may consist of several
physical document fragments, attachments and artifacts) may be associated with
a business transaction. That transaction carries with it several quality of service,
security, document processing and exchange requirements. For example, during
the processing of a particular message, some actions may be taken that have 
significant business value and yet are independent from the back office
application, such as logging for keeping a trace as information relevant for
evidentiary detail of business,  authorization, generation of a confirmation of
receipt.  Although some of these processing  steps may be handled by
messaging  intermediaries  (like in the SOAP processing model), others will
depend on the business payload content.  These functions will need to be
performed before the message reaches its final destination - requiring even more
decoupling with the consuming application or “service”.

The ebXML model is aligned with this perspective of a message being a
business item, which must allow for various ways of coupling with the consumer
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of this business item. The resulting architecture is of a clear separation between
the messaging layer and the business process layer, with options for integration
in form of bindings.

This design philosophy allows iterative migration to use of ebXML and other
emerging technologies. For example, the messaging service may be
implemented irrespective of automation of business process or formalized
technical configuration (CPP/CPA).  This loose coupling is ideal for today's
evolving, peer-to-peer collaboration environments.

As the processes and operational requirements become more complex, use of
such technologies are becoming more important and necessary to key business
communities.

Anatomy of an ebXML deployment

ebXML Messaging
The ebXML Messaging Service technical specification defines a
communications-protocol neutral method for exchanging electronic business
messages. It defines specific enveloping constructs that support
reliable, secure delivery of business information and permits messages to
contain payloads of any format type. This versatility ensures legacy electronic
business systems employing traditional syntaxes (i.e. UN/EDIFACT, ASC X12, or
HL7) can leverage the advantages of the ebXML infrastructure along with users
of emerging technologies.  For example, the ebMS may be used with the
Collaboration Protocol Profile and Agreements and Business Process
Specification Schema (called ebBP). 

Messaging Overview
The ebMS was developed to provide thefor secure and reliable transport of
electronic messages, while enabling the transition from legacy to new and
emerging technologies.  The ebMS protocol supports any communication
protocol, and provides bindings for HTTP, and SMTP and FTP.  Multiple
message exchange patterns including push and pull that map to different types
of business transactions.

Status of ebXML Messaging Standards
The ebMS v2.0 OASIS Standard was approved in August 2002, and, in  May
2004, submitted and accepted an ISO standard, ISO/TS 15000-2. The v3.0
working draft is under development. More feature capabilities can be found in a
later ebMS section.

Current Features
In v2.0, the current feature set for ebMS includes:
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• Packaging
• SOAP envelope extensions
• Error handling
• Security
• Sync reply
• Reliable messaging
• Message status service
• Message order 
• Multi-hop

Future Plans
The ebXML Messaging Service v3.0 working draft is seeking to express
compatibility to or use with emerging web services standards or specifications.

Overview
Seeking to leverage the ebXML capabilities and those of emerging standards
and specifications, the ebMS will define how technologies such as WS-Reliability
and WS-Security, for example, may be used and the role of WS-I Basic Profile
conformance.  Composability with WS-Addressing is also under review. The
ebMS technical specification v3.0 will support:

• Web services protocols for security and reliability
• Low-level payload processing (payload services)
• Message exchange patterns that map to business transactions.
• Connectivity constraints (occasional connectivity, firewall restrictions,

ebMS-lite clients, etc.)

Feature Set Overview
In the v3.0, the planned ebMS capabilities include:

• Reliable processing
• Packaging and payload services

• Composition with WS-Addressing
• Binding with enterprise systems
• ebMS signalling (pull, connectivity, etc)

• Authentication, authorization and non-repudiation
• Digital signature
• Message transports
• Transport binding
• Application interface

The ebMS v3.0 messaging model accommodates messages between an MSH,
Producer (user-producer) and Consumer (user-consumer).  The MSH will handle
Submit, Deliver, Notify, Pull, Send, and Receive abstract operations. These
operations have a semantics independent of reliability.  When reliability is used,
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these operations respectively include homonymous Reliability Messaging
Processor (RMP) operations. When reliable signal messages are required, MSH
functions can also be reliable.  The MSH will act as a SOAP or multi-hop
intermediary, or a messaging endpoint.

Relationship to other specifications and standards
The ebMS v2.0 relates to many other specifications and/or standards, including:

• XML DSIG
• SOAP v1.1
• XPointer v1.0
• XML v1.0
• XML Schema
• ebXML Registry and Repository specifications, v2.0
• ebXML Collaboration Protocol Profile and Agreements, v2.0
• ebXML Technical Architecture Specification, v1.041

In v3.0, many emerging technologies may be a part of the composability mix
such as:such as those specified in the proposed features in the preceding
section.

• Reliable and secure processing  
• WS-Reliability v1.1  
• WS-SOAP Message Security v1.0  

• Packaging and payload services  
• Composition with WS-Addressing  
• Bindings:   Add  
• ebMS signalling:   Add  

• WS-I Profile Conformance  
• WS-I Basic Profile v1.1  
• WS-I Simple SOAP Binding v1.0  
• WS-I Attachments Profile v1.0  

• Message transports  
• Transport binding  
• Application interface  

Business scenario example

An actual business case is relevant to understand the utility of and capabilities of
the ebMS v2.0.  The UK's National Health Service (NHS) is deploying IT systems
and services that will link up to health care professionals to improve sharing of
patients' records with those health professionals involved in the care of the
patient across the NHS. The systems will eventually allow patients to look at their

1 A more complete list can be found in the ebXML Messaging Service technical specification
v2.0.
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own health records from home using a protected link into the NHS. A NHS Care
Record must follow the patient wherever and whenever needed.

A transaction and messaging service will provide the communications
infrastructure for this National Programme, to interconnect regional network
clusters locally managed by Local Service Providers (LSP) and national services.
The framework is based on advanced technical standards such as OASIS2

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) and ebMS. The Message Service
provides the reliable messaging capability. The framework is projected to handle
5 billion or more messages by 2010.

References and materials

1. ISO/TS 15000:2:
http://www.iso.org/iso/en/CatalogueDetailPage.CatalogueDetail?CSNU
MBER=39973&ICS1=35&ICS2=40&ICS3=&scopelist=

2. ebMS TC: http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=ebxml-msg

3. ebMS v2.0 technical specification and schema:
http://www.ebxml.org/specs/ebMS.pdf

4. ebMS v3.0 working draft: April version not publicly available

2 Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS), www.oasis-
open.org.
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Still to be formatted and work completed
3. ebXML BPSS - Business Transactions and Collaborations

3.1  ebBP Overview
     - Business Collaboration
     - Design principles

i.e. 
    * What it is and how does it relate to ebXML BPSS: Standard language
      for business collaboration
          o Supporting process design and description
          o Enabling collaboration monitoring and validation
          o Guiding execution
    * Design principles based on business semantics: [1]
          o Standard business transaction patterns
          o State alignment
          o Binary and multi-party collaboration
          o Composition: Visibility and relationships
          o Enabling web services (abstract)
          o Party and role definitions
          o Enabling the process lifecycle

3.2  Status of ebXML BPSS Standard
     - ebBP v2.0 pre-Committee Draft

3.3  Current Features
     - Features Overview
     = Relationship to other standards and specifications

i.e.
Relationship to ebMS and CPPA
 a. Opportunities and challenges
 b. Conformance testing in the future (link to IIC work)

3.4  Future Plans
- Release of v2.0 

  - Business requirements identified
3.5 Use cases for ebBP

i.e.
 Telecommunications (M. Roberts)
 Financial services (M. Arrott)
 Automotive (Moberg)
 Retail (Yunker)
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3.6 References and related materials

4. Collaboration Protocol Agreements

4.1 CPP/CPPA Overview
    - What is ebXML CPPA?
    - Business needs and requirements

4.2 Status of ebXML CPP/CPA Standard
    - CPP/CPA v2.0 OASIS Standard
    - CPP/CPA v2.1 errata

4.3 Current Features
   - Technical capabilities
   - Configuring public shared protocols
   - Enabling collaboration monitoring
   - Relationship to other standards and specifications

4.4 Future Plans
   - Current errata (v2.1)
   - Protocol profile negotiation 
   - Relationship with ebMS and ebBP
   - Future versions

4.5 Use cases for ebXML CPP/CPA
   - Deployment scenario

4.6 References and related materials

5. The Registry-Repository

5.1 ebXML Registry and Repository Overview
The ebXML Registry and Repository provide services for registering, locating,
and accessing information resources in an open, distributed (or federated) and
secure environment.  This enables the secure storage, discovery, and
management of shared ebXML artifacts and the standardized metadata that
describes them.

Using the OASIS ebXML Registry Repository v3.0, a system can enable secure,
federated information management, that provides:

• Services for sharing content and metadata between entities in a
federated environment

• A stable store where content is made persistent
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• Registry and repository capabilities

5.2 Status of ebXML Registry Services (RS) and Registry Information Model
(RIM) Standards

The ebXML Registry Repository TC approved Committee Drafts for v3.0 on
March 15, 2005.  Subsequently in May 2005, the Registry Services and
Protocols, and Registry Information Model specifications were approved as
OASIS standards. These standards are the successors to the v2.0 specifications
approved as OASIS standards May  2002. The v2.0 specifications were also
approved as International Standards Organization (ISO) 15000 parts 3 and 4 in
March 2004. 
Several additional technical notes have been or will be published by this OASIS
TC including:

• Relationship with Core Components and Core Components
serialization (in work)

• Using ebXML Registry to Publish, Manage and Discover WSRP
Artifacts (complete)

• Relationship with WS-I Basic Profile (in work)
In addition, several profiles have been developed or are in process to enable use
of core or advanced registry features, and deployment in application- or domain-
specific areas for Open GIS, HL7 and IHE XDR.TBD

5.3Current Features for v3.0 ebXML Registry Repository
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Current features of the v3.0 include:
• Registry federation support

• Federated queries
• Replicated content/metadata
• Security enhancements

• XACML-based access controls  
• SAML-based federated identity management  

• Extensible service interfaces and protocols
• Allows definition of new types of service requests and responses
• HTTP Binding to ebXML Registry Services interfaces

• Uses a REST style architecture
• Registry managed version control

• Provides version control based on DeltaV protocol
• Content management 

• Content validation
• Content cataloging

• Query enhancements
• Iterative queries
• Improved filter query syntax
• Parameterized stored queries

• Subscription and notification
• Content based event notification

In v3.0, the relationship with other standards and specifications has expanded
and also includes:

• Utilizes OASIS SAML v2.0 for identity management, authentication,
single sign-on (SAML v2.0 Single-Sign On [SSO]).

• Leverages OASIS XACML 1.0 for access control and role-based
policies

• Uses OASIS WSS SOAP Message Security 1.0 for SOAP protocol and
digital certificates

5.4 Future Plans
– Future business requirements identified

– Interoperability testing  
– Conformance specification  
– Semantic content management  
– Additional profile development (such as Dublin Core)  
– Additional protocol bindings (SMTP, ebMS, etc.)  

KB: Brainstorming list from F2F.
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5.5 Use cases for ebRS and ebRIM
KB: Take from webinar presentation.

5.6References and related materials

ebXML Registry Repository adoption (product support and implementations) is
growing in government and domain sectors. Some examples include:

• Governments of Norway, Finland: Implementing freebxml, for example,
to enable a registry-based environment for assembling XML schemas
and electronic forms for the Finnish Government.

• The UN/CEFACT Information Content Management Group (ICG) has
officially adopted the ebXML Registry standard and freebXML Registry
as the center piece of their new Information Content Management
Architecture. The planned UN registry federation will store Core
Component artifacts as well as many other UN defined artifacts.

• EDIFRANCE has launched a trial field of RepXML. RepXML project is
an ebXML RR implementation to manage CCTS – BIEs (Business
Information Entities).

• The Korean KIEC federated registry, i.e. The Korean ebXML Central
Registry & Repository (REMKO) (www.remko.or.kr), has linked across
several domains (iron and steel, trade sector and software providers,
for example).

• NIST is working with 'Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise' (IHE) on
developing a cross-enterprise secure document exchange system
(XDS). NIST/ITL is collaborating with industry to define standardized
approaches to clinical document registries, and to build prototypes to
show their feasibility.

• Others: HL7, RosettaNet,and US Department of Defense.

Announced products include:
• Adobe Systems Inc.
• CHECKMi 
• Digital Artefacts Inc.
• ebXMLsoft Inc.
• freebXML (open source)
• Infravio - X-registry
• Sun Microsystems Inc.
• TIBCO Software Inc. - XML Canon
• Xenos Group Inc. – GoXML Registry

6. Standardizing Content
   - Core components
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6.1 Overview
    - Definition
    - Responsible organization
    - Relationship to other specifications

6.2 Examples of business document specifications used with ebXML
    - OASIS Business Object Documents (BoDs)
    - Universal Business Language (UBL)
    - Relationship to ebXML Core Components (overview)

7. Testing ebXML

7.1 ebXML IIC Overview
    - Design principles
        Testing approach
    - Conformance and interoperability framework
    - Conformance and interoperability testing

7.2 Status of ebXML IIC Test Framework Standards
    - v1.1 ebXML IIC Test Framework Committee Draft
    - Deployment Template
    - Other framework artifacts from ebXML IIC

7.3 Current Features
    - Conformance testing
    - Interoperability profiles

    - Interoperability testing and badging

i.e.
. status in US, with UCC/DGI (for ebMS)
. status in Asia, (ECOM / ebXML Asia)
. status in Europe (CEN/ISSS, ETSI).

    - Testing environment

i.e.
- Challenges of testing B2B interoperability.
- The IIC approach (conformance + interoperability, standard scripting of test
suites, automation,...)

7.4 Future Plans

7.5 Use Cases for ebXML IIC Test Framework
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Note: May want to move status and operational details in Section 7.3 to this
section.

7.6 References and related materials

8. Service Oriented Architectural Frameworks That Support eBusiness
 
8.1 - Overview 

- Service Oriented Architecture Frameworks
problem statement, scope and audience
eBusiness growth and need for SOA standards and solutions
architectural framework 
phases of SOA
interop and convergence
Application  

- Composition in an SOA Environment
SOA information model
Reliable and secure messaging
Identity
Configuration and context (metadata, interfaces, etc)
Registries and repositories
Business processes
Patterns 
Information entities and document engineering
Semantics

8.2 Status of Standards 
- Status of each standard in Technical Architecture v2.0

(Note: Need to reference back to preceding sections) 
ebMS v2.0
ebRS v3.0
ebRIM v3.0
ebCPPA v2.0
CCTS v2.01
ebBP v2.0.1

Security related standards
SAML v2.0
XACML1v1.0
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WS-Reliability v1.13

SPML v1.0

Others
WS-I BP v1.1
WS-I BSP v1.0
UDDI v3.0
DSML v2.0
WSDM v1.0
BPMN v1.0 

8.3 Current Service Oriented Architecture Features
Separating design and deploy aspects of ebSOA
Systems overview 
8.3.1 Transport, Message Reliability and Error Management
ebMS v2.0
WS-Reliability v1.1 
WS-I BP v1.1
WS-I BSP v1.0 
8.3.2 Registries and Federation for Circles of Trust 
ebRS and ebRIM v3.0
UDDI v3.0
DSML v1.0 
8.3.3 Party Agreement for Conducting e-Business
ebCPPA v2.0 
ebCPPA v2.1 working draft 
8.3.4 Collaborative Business Processes
ebBP v2.0.1

Relationship to Execution
BPMN v1.0  
8.3.5Security and Identity 
SAML v2.0
XACML v1.0
SPML v1.0 
8.3.6

8.3.6 Service Interface Management4

WSDM v1.0
8.3.7Information Entities  
CCTS v2.0.1
Business document formats
Role of metadata 

3 m  m1: Considering WS-Reliable Messaging too now that it is in OASIS – futures?  
4 m  m1: Not sure this i  s a first class citizen or a supporting function.  
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8.3.8Semantics  

8.4 Future Plans 
8.4.1 Overview 
8.4.2 Feature Set (overview)
Note: Expand from 8.3.
Add Discovery and negotiation, agent and events. Expand on registry federation.

(Note: These list items can just be part of overview). 
- Industry Grouping and Global Federation of Registries 
- Discovery and Negotiation 
- Agent Framework 
- Event Architecture and Messaging 

8.5 Relationship to other specifications and standards 
Map to Section 8.3.
8.6Business scenario example

Health care, automotive, aerospace or electronics
8.7 References and materials 

9. Who deploys ebXML 
- survey 
- what do people do with ebXML, value they see.
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